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Inkroduckion.
Formerly, for the purpose of preparing the emulsion of codliver oil, the authors
reported the way of jet by high pressure."' In that case, it was confirmed from the
subsequent experiments that the spouted liquid was shattered by the friction with
the neighbouring fluid in high speed flying.1B11t is anticipated that the molecule of
polymer may be shattered by high pressure jet. The authors spouted the polyethylene
molecule dissolved or suspended it1 tetraline and examined the effects of pressure,
temperature and the distance between the nozzle and the crashing plate.
Apparatus and ExperimenkalMekhod.
The apparatus used is the same as in the case of emulsion,"' but in this case
the area ratio of pistons is 1:10 and it is possible to apply 5000 atm. The experi•
mental method is all the same and the number of times of jetting aze respectively 9,
17 and 37. 1'hc nozzle diameter is 0.42rnm and the experimental conditions are given
in Table 1.
Samples.
The molecular weight of the polyethylene used, colourless and transparent, is
26900,its softening point being about 105°C. The boiling point of tetraline used is
205-207°C. The concentration of polyethylene is 1 °o, and it is dissolved wmpletely in tetraline at a temperature of SCl'Cand spouted at given temperatures.
Table 1.
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Fig. 1 Re]ation between molecular weight and number of Mmes
The molecular weight is measured for the samples that are experimented
the condition given in Table 1, and the results are illustrated
in Fig, 1,
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The authors considered the
effects of pressure, temperature
and the distance between the nozzle and the crashing plate as follows.
(1)
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effect.
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(2) Temperature
effect. At 10°C, a 1 % tetraline solution of polyethylene
consists of a white, unstable, and viscous colloids, but over 70`C it seems transparent
and colourless, so it is possiL•le to consider that it is a solution.
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